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Abstract
The production of single top quarks via the electroweak interaction promises
to provide new opportunities to both test the Standard Model and search for new
physics. In particular, electroweak top production provides the only means to di-
rectly measure the CKM matrix element V
tb
at ATLAS. The s-channel has the
lowest rate, but is the best theoretically understood mechanism of electroweak top
production. An evaluation of the potential for background suppression and V
tb
mea-
surement in this channel is presented. It is found that signicant background sup-
pression can be achieved and V
tb
can be measured in the s-channel to a statistical























To date the only observed mechanism for top quark production is tt pair-production via
the strong interaction. The production of single top quarks via electroweak interactions
has yet to be observed, but promises to provide new opportunities to both test the Stan-
dard Model and search for new physics. At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1], the
predicted cross-sections for such processes are high, making it an excellent laboratory in
which to perform single top studies.
There are three major diagrams for single top production at the LHC. These diagrams
along with their major backgrounds are shown in Figure 1. The dominant single top pro-
duction mechanism is t-channel production (Wg-fusion) followed by associated production
(Wt) and then by s-channel (W

) production. A detailed discussion of cross-sections will
be presented in Section 3.
This note considers the possibility of isolating the s-channel (W

) single top production
channel in order to measure its cross-section and extract a value of V
tb
. Compared to
other single top channels, the s-channel benets from lower theoretical uncertainties in
its cross-section but suers from a low production rate. Isolating it from its backgrounds
is a signicant challenge. Previous studies [3] of single top production have chosen not to
treat the s-channel process at the LHC due to these background considerations.
The second section describes the theoretical motivation for the study. Section 3 dis-
cusses the Monte Carlo generators used for each process and the overall cross-section
normalization applied to each signal. Section 4 focuses on kinematic distributions of sig-
nal and background. Section 5 treats the results obtained in signal-to-background (S=B )
optimization and V
tb
measurement obtained in the s-channel. Section 6 discusses sources
of error in the cross-section determination. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusions.
2 Motivation
Electroweak top production provides the best opportunity to measure the properties of
the W-t-b vertex at the LHC. Given existing measurements, the Standard Model pro-
vides precise predictions for the CKM matrix element V
tb
and for the polarization of
the electroweak top sample. The s-channel single top signal provides a sample of highly




. This work focuses on the mea-


































Figure 1: Single top signals and background at the LHC. Reading from left to right, top to
bottom the diagrams are W

, Wg-fusion, Wt, and backgrounds tt and W+jets.
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The value of the CKM matrix element V
tb
has never been directly measured. Despite
this fact it is, as a fraction of its value, the most highly constrained element of the
matrix [5,6]. This value for V
tb













= 1). If this assumption is invalid the value of
V
tb
is virtually unconstrained. A measurement of V
tb
dierent from the predicted value
would imply the existence of physics beyond the Standard Model. For example, if the
s-channel single top measurement of V
tb
is larger than predicted by the Standard Model
it could imply the existence of a heavy vector boson (W
0
).
There are several ways to obtain indirect information on V
tb
. The dominant mech-
anism for producing top quarks at the LHC is tt production. Though this source of
top quarks contains two W-t-b vertices in its decay it cannot be used to make a direct
measurement of V
tb




















and hence can constrain V
tb
in a 3-generation model (see CDF measurement [7]), but




can also be constrained by comparing precision
electroweak measurements to loop corrections containing the W-t-b vertex.
Electroweak top production is the only way to produce a direct measurement of V
tb
at a





. By measuring the rate of single top processes and combining this informa-
tion with the value of the t!Wb branching ratio and top mass measurements from the
tt channel, the absolute value of V
tb
can be extracted.
Dierent production diagrams have dierent advantages for measuring V
tb
. For ex-
ample, the Wg-fusion process has a very high rate at the LHC leading to a high statistical
precision in that channel. The major advantage to studying single top in the s-channel is
that the theoretical errors in this channel are well understood. Table 1 shows the sources
and levels of theoretical error in Wg-fusion and s-channel single top production. This
table illustrates the advantage of the s-channel. Since its cross-section calculation does
not rely on gluon parton density functions (pdf) the errors due to pdf uncertainty are
signicantly lower than for Wg-fusion. The error on the cross-section due to an assumed
2 GeV error on the top mass is higher for W

than for Wg-fusion, but this is outweighed
by the advantage in the other sources of error. Another theoretical advantage of W

is
that its sources of error can be studied with high statistics at the LHC using Drell-Yan










Table 1: Sources and levels of theoretical error in the cross-sections of Wg and W

. The error
due to imprecision in the mass of the top is calculated assuming the mass is known to 2 GeV
(expected from LHC measurements). In this table pdf refers to the error calculated by choosing
dierent parton density function sets. The  (scale) refers to the error obtained by varying the
renormalization scale at which the calculation is performed [8]. The error in the gluon pdf is
from [9], all other numbers are taken from [10].
3 Generators and Cross-sections
Single top production at the LHC is plagued by several high rate backgrounds including
tt and W+jets production. These backgrounds are particularly diÆcult in the W

channel
for which the other single top channels are also serious backgrounds. The cross-sections
for the processes of interest are shown in Table 2 for 175 GeV top quarks. The column of
BR assumes that only top decays to electrons or muons are measured as these are the
only nal states considered in this study. This table illustrates the size of the backgrounds
relative to the W

signal. The rate of non-top backgrounds is almost 2000 times the rate
of s-channel single top. The tt background has a rate almost 100 times larger than the
s-channel single top and the other single top channels have a combined rate which is more
than 30 times that of the s-channel. The W

, Wg-fusion and tt cross-section predictions
come from analytic next-to-leading-order calculations. The cross-sections for Wt, W+jets
and Wbb come from Monte Carlo calculations with leading-order matrix elements.
In this study all of the processes containing top quarks were generated using the ONE-
TOP [16] generator. This is a parton-level leading-order generator which keeps all helicity
information and hence produces the correct angular distributions of top decay products.
The particles from ONETOP were then passed to PYTHIA [17] which fragmented the
nal state particles, added initial and nal state radiation and simulated the underly-
ing event. Finally events were passed into ATLFAST version 1.61 [18] in order to apply
ATLAS-like detector smearing eects.
The non-top backgrounds considered in this study were generated using HERWIG and
were also passed through ATLFAST version 1.61. The Wbb background was generated
using non-standard HERWIG code which interfaces the Wbb matrix element from refer-
ence [19] to HERWIG. The W+jets process is a standard HERWIG process. Since the
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ONETOP 10 [11] 2.22
Wg-fusion ONETOP 244 [12] 54.2
Wt ONETOP 60 17.8
tt ONETOP 830 [13] 246
Wbb M.E + HERWIG 300 [3] 66.7
W+jets HERWIG 18000 4000
Table 2: Cross-sections for the processes considered in this study and the cross-section 
branching ratio needed for only electron and muon nal states. The cross-section for the W+jets
process is obtained by normalizing the cross-section obtained from HERWIG [14] with cuts
requiring at least 2 jets above 15 GeV with jj < 3:2 to the cross-section from VECBOS [15] for
these cuts. HERWIG is then used to estimate the cross-section when the jet region is extended
to jj < 5 to obtain 18000 pb. The generator for the Wbb process is the combination of a matrix
element from [19] and HERWIG.
quark jets in the W+jets process are assumed to be massless, the cross-section for this
process becomes innite at low jet transverse momentum (collinear divergence). To avoid
this problem the cross-section for this process was dened only when 2 jets above 15 GeV
P
T
were found within the pseudo-rapidity range jj < 5 using the standard ATLFAST
cone-based jet nding algorithm (R = 0:4). The cross-section has been normalized
using the value from the VECBOS [15] Monte Carlo generator.
4 Comparison of Kinematics in Signal and Background
In order to understand the dierences between the W

signal and its major backgrounds
it is necessary to compare a variety of kinematic variables. Distributions of several useful
variables are presented in this section. Each distribution has been normalized to unit
area in order to emphasize kinematic rather than rate dierences. All of the plots dis-
played herein are created after ATLFAST and ATLFAST-B
1
have been used to smear
the distributions. All observables must meet their default denition in ATLFAST. In
ATLFAST-1.61 these defaults for electrons, jets and b-jets are:
 isolated electrons: jj < 2:5; P
T
> 5 GeV, separation of R > 0.4 from other
clusters and E
T







ATLFAST-B is a set of routines to simulate eÆciencies for tagging b-jets, tau-jets and c-jets. These
routines also provide jet-energy calibration.
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 jet: jj < 5; P
T
> 15 GeV;
 b-jet: jet and jj < 2:5, 60% tagging eÆciency, 10% c-mistag rate and 1% light-quark
mistag rate.
Pre-selection cuts have also been applied before the distributions in this section were
created. These cuts should mimic the eect of a single top trigger selection. The cuts
used are:
 at least 1 b-jet above 50 GeV P
T
;
 at least 1 lepton above 20 GeV P
T
;
 at least 2 jets above 30 GeV P
T
.
The rst variable of interest is the number of jets in the event. Figure 2 shows the
number of reconstructed jets in an event for the W

signal and each of its backgrounds.
These distributions clearly illustrate that, on average, tt events produce more jets than
W

events. A cut requiring the presence of exactly 2 jets in each event is a major rejector
of the tt background.
The second kinematic variable considered here is the number of b-jets tagged in an
event, presented in Figure 3. As mentioned previously, in this sample of events there is
already a requirement that there be at least one tagged b-jet (hence the absence of events
in the zero-jet bin). It can be seen from this gure that requiring more than one b-tagged
jet will further enhance the W

signal with respect to W+jets and Wg-fusion. Though
in principle Wg-fusion events contain as many b-jets as W

events, in practice one of the
jets will quite often be missed (ie. not tagged) because it has low transverse momentum
and will not meet the minimum b-tag requirements.
Another variable which can be used to separate signal from background is the recon-
structed top mass (since there is no top quark in the W+jets background). Figure 4 shows
the top mass reconstructed by choosing the b-jet and the neutrino z-momentum which
give the best top mass
2
.
These distributions can help distinguish W

signals from Wg-fusion as well as non-
single-top backgrounds. Another kinematic variable which could prove useful in distin-
guishing signal from background is the scalar sum of the P
T























Since the only measure of the neutrino momentum is via the missing P
T
a W-mass constraint is
used to reconstruct the neutrino z-momentum within a 2-fold ambiguity. A choice of z-momentum must




















Figure 2: Number of jets found in signal and background events after ATLFAST and ATLFAST-





















Figure 3: Number of b-jets found in signal and background events after ATLFAST and

















































Figure 5: Scalar sum of jet P
T
in each event for signal and background after ATLFAST and
ATLFAST-B. Refer to text for description of event pre-selection.
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Since single top production in this channel proceeds directly through a W-t-b vertex,




. Therefore, in order to estimate the
precision with which V
tb
can be measured in the W

channel it is necessary to estimate
the precision with which the cross-section for this process can be measured.
The precision with which a cross-section can be measured is given by the uctua-
tion of the total number of events in the signal region, S + B (where S=signal and
B=background). Hence, under the assumption that the background cross-section is well
known, it would appear that the best strategy for the measurement of the cross-section is
one which minimizes the ratio
p
S +B=S, the fractional uncertainty in the cross-section.
However, if B is expected to be comparable to or greater than S, the robustness of this
strategy relies on a good knowledge of B, the background cross-section. In the case of
W+jets and Wbb production the cross-section at the LHC is not well known. For this
reason, we have adopted a strategy that maximizes S=B . This ensures that our estimate
of the fractional uncertainty on the signal cross-section, and hence on V
tb
, is robust.
5.2 Kinematic Cuts to Optimize S=B
Since the W

signal has such a small cross-section relative to its major backgrounds,
obtaining a signal to background ratio close to (or better than) one is a challenge requiring
stringent cuts. The following is a list of cuts designed to optimize S=B
3
:
1. the total number of jets is exactly 2
2. both jets are tagged as b-jets with P
T
 75 GeV








4. reconstructed top mass in the range 150-200 GeV
The rst cut, requiring exactly two jets in each event, is a strong cut rejecting tt back-
ground. As illustrated in Figure 2, a very small percentage of tt events contain only two




Pre-selection cuts described in section 4 have already been applied.
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The second cut makes strong demands on the b-jet content of the events. Each event
is required to have exactly two b-jets with P
T
greater than 75 GeV. A very small fraction
of W+jets events are expected to contain 2 b-jets, while the other processes considered
here will each contain at least 2 b-jets. Once detector eects have been taken into account
(b-tagging eÆciencies, etc.) this cut also becomes a good rejector of Wg-fusion events
since the second (lower P
T
) b-jet from these events tends to be very soft and is often lost
outside the b-tagging region (jj < 2:5). The second part of the cut (P
T
of the b-jet) also
acts to suppress Wg-fusion relative to W

by cutting on this second b-jet.
The scalar sum of the jet P
T
in the event is a strong rejector of W+jets events since
the total transverse momentum ow in these events is generally lower than for events
containing top quarks.
The reconstructed top mass cut is used to reduce the W+jets and Wbb backgrounds,
since these processes do not contain a top quark. Since the rest of the processes produce
top quarks they are not strongly aected by this cut.
The combination of all of these cuts leads to the results presented in Table 3. This
table lists the cumulative eÆciency for each cut and the number of events expected after




). The errors quoted in the
table are estimated using the square root of the number of Monte Carlo events remaining
after cuts. Table 3 illustrates the challenge of isolating the W

signal. The stringent
cuts required lead to a signal eÆciency of less than 2%. These cuts designed to optimize
S=B lead to a prediction for S=B of 0.55 and S=
p
B of 22. Other combinations of cuts
are possible which can give similar signal-to-background but generally at the expense of
signal eÆciency. For example, relaxing the jet multiplicity requirement to also accept
events with more than 2 jets and re-optimizing the remainder of the cuts can lead to




After applying the kinematic cuts described in the previous section it is possible to esti-
mate both the signicance of the signal and the error on the cross-section measurement
for W















From Table 3 the fractional uncertainty in the cross-section from statistical sources is cal-
culated to be
p
S +B=S = 5:6%, leading to a relative statistical error on V
tb
of 2.8%.




Wg-fusion Wt tt Wbb W+jets S=B
e(%) e(%) e(%) e(%) e(%) e (%)
Pre-selection 27.0 20.0 25.5 44.4 2.49 0.667 0.004










>175 GeV 1.92 0.036 0.016 0.021 0.031 0.0004 0.38
M
lb







66600 1.63  10
6













35 13 18 181 34 76 0.14
(after cuts)
Table 3: Cumulative eect of cuts on W

signal and backgrounds. The rst 5 rows of this table
refer to cumulative eÆciencies of various cuts. The last two rows refer to the number of events




. Only events in which the W! e or  are considered in this table. Errors
quoted in this table are due entirely to Monte Carlo statistics.
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It is noteworthy that at this time the predicted error on this measurement would be
dominated by theoretical error on the cross-section.
6 Sources of Error
Theoretical errors on single top production cross-section calculations have already been
discussed in Section 2. In addition to the sensitivity of the V
tb
measurement to errors
in the single top cross-section, it is also sensitive to errors in the cross-sections of the
backgrounds. In particular, the cross-section for the W+jets and Wbb processes at the
LHC are not well known. These errors feed into the estimate of the precision with which
the cross-section can be measured and hence aect the estimate of V
tb
. For this rea-
son one of the goals of this analysis is to nd cuts which will eliminate the W+jets and
Wbb backgrounds, thereby minimizing their eect on the V
tb
measurement. Once AT-
LAS begins taking data these backgrounds will be studied in detail as they are common
backgrounds to many ATLAS physics searches. The tt background at the LHC has been
calculated to next-to-leading log [13] and will be well measured at the LHC.
Another possible source of error is due to the modeling of the signal and backgrounds
by the Monte Carlo generators. In particular, the only W+jets events which contribute to
the background are in the regions of large invariant mass and large transverse momentum
in the far reaches of the tails of these distributions. Since these are extremely unusual
events it is not clear that the simulation is accurate in this regime. This problem of
modeling the tails of high rate backgrounds is common among many ATLAS physics
analyses. Also, the signal eÆciency in this analysis is less than 2%. Very accurate Monte
Carlo modeling of the signal is required to avoid introducing errors at this level.
In the measurements of V
tb
at ATLAS systematic errors are likely to play a signicant
role. In particular, since this is a cross-section measurement, the eect of the error in
luminosity measurement will need to be studied in detail. If the luminosity is known to
better than 7.5%, then the theoretical errors will still dominate. The foreseen uncertainty
on the luminosity is estimated at 5-10% [20].
14
7 Conclusions and Outlook
It has been shown that a signicant signal can be seen for s-channel single top production
at the LHC after three years at low luminosity. Using top decays to electrons or muons
the fractional statistical error on V
tb
is found to be 2.8%. Without considering systematic
errors arising from detector eects, the dominant source of error in the measurement of
V
tb
is the theoretical error on the W

cross-section.
Since the shape of the W

signal is similar to its background, it will be necessary to
perform independent measurements of the rates of each of the backgrounds at ATLAS to
be convinced that a W

signal has been observed. Since the processes are all of high rate,
they will be studied extensively at ATLAS as backgrounds to many physics searches.
Further work to recognize an electroweak top signature could take the form of a polar-
ization analysis. The angular distributions of non-single-top backgrounds are expected to
dier substantially from that of the highly polarized top fromW

production. An observed
forward-backward asymmetry in the charged lepton angular distribution as measured in
the top rest frame would be a indication of the presence of electroweak top production.
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